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081. Introduction
Nowadays one of the most efﬁcient networked controllers
dealing with nonlinear process is the model predictive control-
lers’ family. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is proving its
continuous success in industrial applications particularly in
the presence of constraints and varying operating conditions,
thereby allowing processes to operate at the limits of their
achievable performance. The basic control strategy in MPC
is the selection of a set of future control moves (control hori-
zon) and minimizes a cost function based on the desired output
trajectory over a prediction horizon with a chosen length. This
requires a reasonably accurate internal model identiﬁcation
that captures the essential nonlinearities of the process underaculty of Engineering, Alexandria University.
42 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.control in order to predict multi-step ahead dynamic behavior
[1]. In many practical applications, the mathematical model of
physical process is either unknown or too complicated to be
used for control. In this case, nonlinear system identiﬁcation
is an inevitable step in a nonlinear MPC project [2].
In many reported applications of MPC, a linear model is
assumed. However, MPC based on linear models, often results
in poor control performance for highly nonlinear processes be-
cause of the inadequateness of a linear model to predict dy-
namic behavior of a nonlinear process [3]. Unlike linear
system identiﬁcation, there is no uniform way to parameterize
nonlinear variable dead time dynamic systems. Therefore there
is a strong requirement of a good ﬁtting model for nonlinear
MPC applications.
Among existing techniques, the universal approximation
features of neural networks make them a powerful tool for
modeling nonlinear systems [4,5]. The structure of neural net-
works may be classiﬁed as Feed Forward or Recurrent neural
networks [6]. Most of recent publications in nonlinear system
identiﬁcation use Feed Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs)
for system identiﬁcation due to its simplicity, without losing
accuracy, than other types [7,8].
In this paper, the Generalized Predictive Controller (GPC)
introduced by Clarke and his coworkers in 1987 has been
adopted [9]. This is because the GPC provides advantages over
other controller types in controlling non-minimum phase
plants, open-loop unstable plants and plants with variable or
unknown dead time. It is also robust with respect to modeling
errors, over and under parameterization and sensor noise.
However, the previous researches of GPC were focusing on lin-
ear process or approximated linearized process around certain
operating point(s). This approximation of classical GPC was
far from controlling severe nonlinear process over wide range
of operation.
This problem has been resolved in the last twenty years by
using artiﬁcial neural network predictive controllers with com-
plex nonlinear processes [10–15]. Therefore for nonlinear
plants, the ability of the GPC to make accurate predictions
can be enhanced if a neural network is used to learn the
dynamics of the plant instead of standard linearization tech-
niques that were used in classical GPC as in the work of
[15–17].
The using of Approximate Nonlinear Generalized Predic-
tive Controller (A-NGPC) technique as in work of [18] shows
limitations in achieving nonlinear stability robustness. There-
fore many researches like for example the work of [18,19] rec-
ommend another technique called Nonlinear Predictor Neural
Generalized Predictive Controller (NP-NGPC), or simply
called Neural GPC (NGPC) in this paper. Regardless from
complexity added in this technique, it offers efﬁcient nonlinear
system modeling and so better stability achievement.
The fact that Cost Function Minimization (CFM) algo-
rithm used inside generalized predictive controller is massive
time consuming let it sometimes not convenient for fast pro-
cesses. The selection of a minimization method can be based
on several criteria such as; number of iterations to a solution,
computational costs and accuracy of the solution. Nowadays,
there are several minimization algorithms that have been
implemented in GPC such as Non-gradient, Simplex and Suc-
cessive Quadratic Programming. However all of those ap-
proaches are iteration intensive in such a way making the
realtime control difﬁcult.Very few literatures address real-time implementation of
NGPC for fast processes due to massive calculation problem.
Therefore to improve the usability of NGPC in industrial
applications, a faster optimization algorithm is needed. The
Newton–Raphson algorithm is one of the most widely used
methods for minimization. It is a quadratic algorithm converg-
ing better than others [20,21]. It requires less iteration numbers
for convergence and reduces the calculation. Usually by using
Newton–Raphson, very little iterations are sufﬁcient to con-
verge to an acceptable minimization of cost function in many
of nonlinear processes. Therefore in this paper we are going to
adopt in addition to NGPC, the Newton–Raphson cost func-
tion minimization algorithm.
Although some papers have studied realtime implementa-
tion of linear predictive controllers in industrial application
likes work of [22–24]; up to our knowledge there is a lack of
researches cover implementation of realtime embedded nonlin-
ear predictive controllers.
Finally, this work can be considered an extension to already
published paper of [25]. Although the work of [25] proves that
NGPC coupled with IMP can suppress high class of disturbance
values in small range of operation, this paper extends the proof
to realtime embedded NGPC in wide range of operation.
1.1. Paper outline
In Section 2, the paper explains the methodology used within
the paper. The mathematical conditions to stabilize NGPC un-
der class of disturbances are derived. The paper veriﬁes the
conditions required for successful integration between NGPC
and IMP technique. Also the paper presents the proposed pro-
totype for realtime embedded NGPC. In Section 3, the stabil-
ity performance results are presented for both NGPC and
traditional GPC. Also the enhancement of hybrid NGPC–
IMP technique is veriﬁed under severe class of disturbance. Fi-
nally, the new realtime embedded NGPC is used to control
industrial continuous stirred tank reactor. In Section 4, the pa-
per concludes the realtime and simulation results.
2. Paper methodology
The paper studies the conditions required to stabilize NGPC
controlling nonlinear process under class of output distur-
bances using Lyapunov stability theorems. The paper proves
that NGPC stability approaches Stable-In-Sense Lyapunov
(SISL) equilibrium state when controlling severe nonlinear
process without disturbances. While NGPC stability ap-
proaches Uniform Ultimately Bounded (UUB) Lyapunov
equilibrium state when there are high class of disturbances per-
turb closed loop output.
In this paper, the superseding of NGPC over ordinary GPC
is proved while controlling nonlinear non-minimum phase pro-
cess with variable dead time. Also the improvement of distur-
bance mitigation using hybrid NGPC–IMP technique is
veriﬁed for nonlinear non-minimum phase process under high
disturbances and wide range of operation.
The paper extends the research to cover two severe nonlin-
ear processes as a case study. The ﬁrst one is the theoretical
Dufﬁng’s nonlinear equation with variable dead time in wide
range of operation and the second is industrial severe nonlin-
ear process like Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR).
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Lyapunov stability analysis is one of popular technique used in
studying stability of nonlinear control systems [8]. It is also
considered the basic technique to verify the stability of model
predictive controllers as per survey paper of [26]. The NGPC
Stable-In-Sense-Lyapunov (SISL) derived conditions men-
tioned in [25] are extended in this paper to include class of dis-
turbances and ultimate bounded stability.
Theorem 1. Lyapunov Uniform Ultimately Bounded Stable
(UUB)
If L(x(k)) is a Lyapunov candidate function for discrete
time system represented by state space:
xðkþ 1Þ ¼ fðxðkÞ; kÞ þ dðkÞ ð1Þ
where x(k) is belonging to compact state space
S ¼ fxðkÞ 2 Rng. xðkÞ might represent either uncontrolled
open loop or closed loop system state. uðkÞ 2 Rm is the control
input which has been speciﬁed in terms of x(k). d(k) is a class
of disturbances or uncertainty that is bounded and belonging
to compact state space D ¼ fdðkÞ 2 RpkdðkÞk 6 dMg.
The Lyapunov UUB stability is guaranteed for this system
if Lyapunov candidate function is positive deﬁnite over com-
pact state space S  Rn and differential Lyapunov function
is negative deﬁnite outside bounder region R belonging to
compact state space S. This means that the system is locally
bounded after time N to within neighborhood of ball of radius
R if:
UUB¼def
LðxðkÞÞ > 0
LðxðkÞÞ ¼ Lðxðkþ 1ÞÞ  LðxðkÞÞ < 0; 8jjxðkÞjj > R
jjxðkÞ  xejj 6 R V k > k0 þN
8><
>:
ð2Þ
where xe is non-zero equilibrium state, and R> 0 is the radius
of a ball contained in S and depends on disturbance
magnitude. k0 is the initial instant time and N is the elapsed
time after which the system becomes bounded.
Proof. Detailed proof of Lyapunov UUB theorem in [8] h.2.2. NGPC stability conditions
In this section a complete mathematical derivation for NGPC
stability conditions are derived using Lyapunov SISL and
UUB theorems. Let us assume SISO NGPC has admissible
control input u(k). The admissible term here for u(k) means
that control input should verify stability according to
Lyapunov theorems as well as minimizing predictive cost
function of NGPC.
2.2.1. Stable in Sense of Lyapunov (SISL)
For the sake of readability and to have one consolidated
stability analysis in this paper, the NGPC SISL stability
conditions of [25] are summarized again here with some new
symbols and conclusions. The derivation of this subsection
proves that the NGPC stability approaches SISL when
controlling nonlinear process without disturbances.The closed loop state space, x(k) in (1), can be represented
by NGPC tracking error E(k).
Let us consider the NGPC non-constrained cost function as
in (3):
J ¼
XN2
j¼N1
ðydðkþ jÞ  y^ðkþ jÞÞ2 þ k
XNu
j¼1
ðDuðkþ jÞÞ2 ð3Þ
Assuming N1 = 1 and N2 > Nu.
J ¼ ½YdðkÞ  YðkÞT½YdðkÞ  YðkÞ þ kDUðkÞTDUðkÞ ð4Þ
where Reference trajectory at instant (k):
YdðkÞ ¼ ½ydðkþ 1Þydðkþ 2Þ . . . :ydðkþN2ÞT ð5Þ
Predicted process horizon at instant (k):
YðkÞ ¼ ½y^ðkþ 1Þy^ðkþ 2Þ . . . :y^ðkþN2ÞT ð6Þ
Control trajectory variation at instant (k):
DUðkÞ ¼ ½Duðkþ 1ÞDuðkþ 2Þ . . .DuðkþNuÞT ð7Þ
Predicted control input at instant (k):
UðkÞ ¼ ½uðkþ 1Þuðkþ 2Þ . . . uðkþNuÞT ð8Þ
Note that: Du(k+ 1) = [u(k+ 1)  u(k)]; Du(k+ Nu) =
[u(k+ Nu)  u(k+ Nu  1)]; Control weighing factor kP 0.
Also let us choose Lyapunov candidate function for nonlin-
ear process to be based on tracking error:
LðkÞ ¼ xTðkÞxðkÞ ¼ ½YdðkÞ  YðkÞT½YdðkÞ  YðkÞ
LðkÞ ¼ ETðkÞEðkÞ ð9Þ
where E(k)= [e(k+ 1),e(k+ 2), . . . ,e(k+ N2)] and eðkþ 1Þ
¼ ydðkþ 1Þ  y^ðkþ 1Þ.
It is apparent that L(k) > 0 is positive deﬁnite which is the
ﬁrst necessary Lyapunov condition for NGPC stability accord-
ing to SISL theorem. To prove the second part of theorem, let
us calculate DL(k):
DLðkÞ ¼ Lðkþ 1Þ  LðkÞ ¼ 2DETðkÞEðkÞ þ DETðkÞDEðkÞ ð10Þ
where E(k) = [Yd(k)  Y(k)] and E(k+ 1) = E(k) + DE.
DEðkÞ ¼ @EðkÞ
@UðkÞDUðkÞ ¼ 
@YðkÞ
@UðkÞDUðkÞ
DEðkÞ ¼ GðkÞDUðkÞ
ð11Þ
where @YðkÞ
@UðkÞ ¼ GðkÞ represent controller gain matrix with size
[N2 · Nu].
It is worth to note that E(k+ 1), which represents x(k+ 1)
in (1), is nonlinear function of E(k). This is because DE itself is
nonlinear and function of both variable controller gain matrix
and control input trajectory. Also there is another fact that
controller gain matrix Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
play important role in analyzing controller stability using
Lyapunov SISL theorem. Hence there is a need to explore
G(k) in terms of NGPC internal variables:
GðkÞ ¼
@½y^ðkþ1Þ
@uðkþ1Þ    @½y
^ðkþ1Þ
@uðkþNuÞ
..
. . .
. ..
.
@½y^ðkþN2Þ
@uðkþ1Þ    @½y
^ðkþN2Þ
@uðkþNuÞ
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ð12Þ
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[27]:
DUðkÞ ¼ g½H1 @J
@UðkÞ ¼ gHinv
@J
@UðkÞ ð13Þ
where oJ/oU is the cost function partial differential with re-
spect to control vector and denoted by Jacobian and has size
of [Nu · 1]. H is the cost function second partial differential
with respect to control vector and denoted by Hessian. The
Hessian matrix is symmetric and has size of [Nu · Nu]. Hinv
is the inverse of Hessian matrix and also symmetric. g is
the cost function line search optimum step parameter, where
g> 0.
The cost function Jacobian vector notation can be ex-
pressed as:
@JðkÞ
@UðkÞ ¼ 2 
@YðkÞ
@UðkÞ
 T
 EðkÞ þ 2  k  @DUðkÞ
@UðkÞ  DUðkÞ
ð14Þ
Where:
@DUðkÞ
@UðkÞ ¼
@½uðkþ1ÞuðkÞ
@uðkþ1Þ    @½uðkþNuÞuðkþNu1Þ@uðkþ1Þ
..
. . .
. ..
.
@½uðkþ1ÞuðkÞ
@uðkþNuÞ    @½uðkþNuÞuðkþNu1Þ@uðkþNuÞ
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ð15Þ
As @DuðkþjÞ
@uðkþhÞ ¼ dðh; jÞ  dðh; j 1Þ
Then:
@JðkÞ
@UðkÞ ¼ 2  G
TðkÞ  EðkÞ þ 2  k  A  DUðkÞ ð16Þ
where A is constant square matrix (Nu · Nu) independent of
sample time k.
A ¼
1 1 0 0 0    0
..
. . .
. ..
.
0 0 0 0 0    1
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ð17Þ
Then substituting Jacobian results above in (13) we can
ﬁnd:
DUðkÞ ¼ 2gHinvGTðkÞEðkÞ  2gkHinvAUðkÞ
DUðkÞ ¼ 2gVHinvGTðkÞEðkÞ
ð18Þ
where V ¼ ½Iþ 2gkHinvA1 is a square non-symmetric matrix
with size [Nu · Nu].
Substituting DU(k) in (11) we can ﬁnd:
DEðkÞ ¼ 2gGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞEðkÞ ð19Þ
DETðkÞ ¼ 2gETðkÞGðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞ ð20Þ
Substituting DE(k) and DET(k) in Lyapunov differential func-
tion (9) yields to:
DL ¼ 4gETðkÞGðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞEðkÞ
þ 4g2fETðkÞGðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞ GðkÞ VHinvGTðkÞEðkÞg
DL ¼ 4gETðkÞ½GðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞfI gGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞgEðkÞ
ð21ÞFrom matrix algebra if matrix P is symmetric positive deﬁnite
then qT P q is positive function for all vectors q „ 0. Also all
eigenvalues of matrix P must be positive.
Therefore to obtain DL 6 0 and verify Lyapunov stability
the following inequality should verify:
fGðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞ  gGðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞgP 0
ð22Þ
The difﬁculty of above proof come from the fact that matrix V
is not always symmetric. This is because, although Hinv matrix
is always symmetric, the (Hinv A) is non-symmetric matrix and
so V generally non-symmetric matrix. However there is a fact
that in some special cases where g is very small, DU(k) become
very small and approximation fADUðkÞg  DUðkÞ is valid. In
such situations the following approximation can also be valid:
V  Hinv  INuNu ð23Þ
And so inequality of (22) can be approximated as:
fGðkÞGTðkÞ  gGðkÞGTðkÞGðkÞGTðkÞgP 0 ð24Þ
The above approximation is valid only for Newton–Raphson
minimization algorithm when g is very small. As left hand side
of inequality in (24) is always symmetric matrix, therefore to
achieve positive deﬁniteness of this matrix, the eigenvalues
must be all positive.
feigðGðkÞGTðkÞÞ  geigðGðkÞGTðkÞGðkÞGTðkÞÞgP 0 ð25Þ
where eig(A) is eigenvalues of matrix A. Also if matrix A is
symmetric positive deﬁnite or semi-deﬁnite, then its singular
values are the same as its eigenvalues. From matrix algebra,
the inequality of (25) can be simpliﬁed as:
gðkÞ < 1
r2maxðkÞ
; 8k > k0 ð26Þ
where rmax is the maximum singular value decomposition of
non-square controller gain matrix G(k).
The above approximation is close to what is obtained in the
work of (Chi-Huang Lu) using recurrent neural network pre-
dictive controller [28].
In case of validity of approximation made in (23) the sec-
ond Lyapunov stability condition (DL 6 0) is achieved if and
only if the NGPC optimum line search step ‘‘g’’ at each sample
time veriﬁes (26). Therefore to obtain Stable In Sense of
Lyapunov (SISL) for closed loop system without disturbance
and with very small tracking error E(k), the following maxi-
mum singular value condition should verify:
rmaxðkÞ < 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðkÞp ð27Þ
However the mathematic challenge is raised when g is not very
small and hence approximation of (23) is no longer valid. In
such case complete calculation of DL in (21) at each sample
time is required to judge system stability. The complexity of
calculating complete inverse Hessian multiple times each sam-
ple can be approximated using iterative technique of [29].
2.2.2. Uniform ultimately bounded stability
In this case the derivation of stability conditions shall consider
NGPC controlling nonlinear process under output class of
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canonical form [8], the closed loop tracking error can be repre-
sented by (28), assuming NGPC is able to select admissible
control input u(k) that overcome nonlinearity of process.
Eðkþ 1Þ ¼ KvðkÞEðkÞ  dðkÞ ð28Þ
where Kv(k) is the overall closed loop gain matrix. Kv(k) is gen-
erally time varying matrix that is function of controller vari-
ables. Kv(k) matrix has size [N2 · N2]. Also d(k) is bounded
class of disturbance superimposed on plant output such that
||d(k)|| 6 dM. The negative sign of disturbance in (28) is man-
datory to match with direction of Kv which is negative as well.
To calculate Kv(k) let us start with previous sub-section
assumption E(k+ 1) = E(k) + DE. Substituting DE with its
equivalent in (19):
Eðkþ 1Þ ¼ EðkÞ  2gGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞEðkÞ
Eðkþ 1Þ ¼ fI 2gGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞgEðkÞ
ð29Þ
Therefore the overall closed loop gain matrix Kv(k) is repre-
sented by:
KvðkÞ ¼ fI 2gGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞg ð30Þ
To calculate differential Lyapunov with disturbance term let
us start ﬁrst with general equation of (10):
DLðkÞ ¼ Lðkþ 1Þ LðkÞ ¼ ETðkþ 1Þ 	 Eðkþ 1Þ ETðkÞEðkÞ:
Substituting (28) in (10), this leads to:
DLðkÞ ¼ fETðkÞKTv ðkÞKvðkÞEðkÞ  ETðkÞEðkÞg
 fETðkÞKTv ðkÞdðkÞ  dTðkÞKvðkÞEðkÞ
þ dTðkÞdðkÞg ð31Þ
It is clear that disturbed differential Lyapunov (DL) has the
ﬁrst two terms similar to the case without disturbance in Eq.
(21) but on the other side has the last three terms reﬂecting
the disturbance effect.
Therefore to achieve negative deﬁnite differential Lyapunov
during disturbance, (DL< 0) for d(k) „ 0, the following
inequality should verify:
 4gETðkÞ½GðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞfI gGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞgEðkÞ
< ETðkÞKTv ðkÞdðkÞ þ dTðkÞKvðkÞEðkÞ  dTðkÞdðkÞ ð32Þ
Substituting (30) in (32) the ﬁnal shape of Lyapunov UUB sta-
bility inequality becomes:
 4gETðkÞ½GðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞfI gGðkÞVHinvGTðkÞgEðkÞ
< 2ETðkÞfI 2gGðkÞHTinvVTGTðkÞgdðkÞ  dTðkÞdðkÞ ð33Þ
As seen from inequality (33), the left term represents the case
without disturbance (SISL) while right term is a non-zero func-
tion of disturbance.
2.3. NGPC versus GPC
The major beneﬁts of neural controllers are the passivity prop-
erties that make them robust to exogenous disturbances and
dynamics modeling uncertainty [30,31].
The target from this sub-section is to extend the simulation
results published in the work of [17], in which the stability per-
formance between conventional GPC and NGPC are com-
pared. Both NGPC and GPC are used to control Dufﬁng’snonlinear process with non-minimum phase and variable dead
time in wide range of operation. The simulation results prove
that the NGPC can achieve better closed loop stability for such
severe nonlinear processes over wide range of operation much
better than conventional GPC.
2.4. NGPC and IMP stability veriﬁcation
One of the vital beneﬁts of NGPC is the ability to suppress
dynamics of disturbance and achieve controller robustness. It
is proved in this paper that NGPC controlling severe nonlinear
process has the capability to suppress linearly coupled dynam-
ics of bounded class of disturbances using Internal Model Prin-
ciple (IMP) technique. The IMP is a conventional technique
used to eliminate poles of linearly coupled disturbance dynam-
ics superimposed on closed loop plant output by adding the
same poles in the controller feed forward or backward path
[32–35]. Although this method is very efﬁcient with linear pro-
cesses, it can be used here also in our nonlinear case accompa-
nied with training NGPC on disturbance dynamics. The paper
assumes that disturbance dynamics are bounded class of
disturbances.
It is proved that the NGPC is able to completely reject or at
least suppress dynamics of pulse disturbance superimposed on
plant output if:
1. Function reconstruction error e(k) or neural network (NN)
modeling error is bounded ||e(k)|| < eN, for all k> k0.
Where:
eðkÞ ¼ ypðkÞ  y^ðkÞ ð34Þ
2. Closed loop process without disturbance and under
bounded trajectory reference is stable according to Lyapu-
nov theorem in Section 2.2.
3. Class of disturbance values d(k) are bounded ||d(k)|| 6 dM,
for all k> k0.
Condition (1) reﬂects ofﬂine training accuracy which is a
mandatory requirement for any neural controller. Therefore
to have admissible control input sequence u(k), e(k) must be
minimum as possible for NGPC. Condition (2) is intrinsically
proved in Section 2.2 for NGPC. Condition (3) is little bit
tricky as it depend on the nature of controlled process. If the
process is autonomous linear, the NGPC will be able to reject
completely disturbance. While if process is nonlinear, NGPC
accompanied with IMP will be able to suppress dynamics of
bounded class of disturbances as shown in next experiments.
2.5. Embedded NGPC prototype
2.5.1. Processor-in-the-loop prototype
Processor-In-the-Loop (PIL) simulation is used to verify
embedded code [36]. PIL is a technique that helps evaluating
the behavior of a candidate algorithm, for instance the control-
ler algorithm on a target processor or microcontroller. The
PIL ﬂexibility allows us to verify the generated code by execut-
ing the NGPC controller code in the hardware target
environment.
In this paper, the Real-Time Workshop Embedded Coder
software generates code for the NGPC predictive controller
including its prediction optimizer and neural network
46 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.components. This code is compiled for the DSP hardware
(ADSP-BF537 EZ-KIT Lite) and runs on external target plat-
form [37]. On the other side, IMP ﬁlter and output distur-
bances remains executed inside Simulink host environment.
Simulink sends, via USB communication channel, stimulus sig-
nals to the NGPC code on the target platform for each sample
interval of the simulation. When the target platform receives
signals from Simulink, it executes the NGPC PIL algorithm
for one sample step. The NGPC PIL algorithm returns output
signals computed during this step to Simulink through the
same communication channel (USB link). At this point, one
sample cycle of the simulation is complete and Simulink pro-
ceeds to the next sample interval. The process repeats and
the simulation progresses.
2.5.2. Embedded NGPC components
The embedded PIL Neural GPC is composed of two main
blocks in closed loop connection as in Fig. 1. First block is
the prediction optimizer (CFM) coded in CMEX level 2 S-
function labeled ‘‘predoptdebug’’. Second block is the neural
network (NN) system identiﬁer based on Multi Layer Percep-
tron Feed Forward structure of two layers, hidden and output.
2.5.3. Embedded NGPC target
The realtime workbench simulation consists of original Matlab
7.8 R2009b and DSP embedded board ‘‘ADSP-BF537 EZ-
KIT Lite’’ with 600 MHz Blackﬁn processor [37,38]. Algo-
rithms of optimizer ‘‘predoptdebug’’ S-function and ‘‘NeuralFigure 1 Embedded NNetwork’’ models are executed on DSP board using Matlab
realtime PIL. The IMP and nonlinear process are running on
Matlab realtime workshop environment using PC processor
Intel i5 cores of 2.6 GHz speed and 4 Gbytes RAM.
Running optimizer (CFM) only on embedded DSP board
especially with small sampling time like (100 ms) keeping
NN running on Matlab simulation may cause singularity er-
rors due to algebraic loops existed between optimizer and
NN. Therefore in order to overcome these errors and acceler-
ate response of NGPC both optimizer and NN system identi-
ﬁcation should be embedded and run on the same DSP board.
The neural network is trained ofﬂine before realtime experi-
ment, and then all the weights and biases are passed to the
NGPC C-Code before compiling it into DSP target.
3. Simulation Results
3.1. NGPC versus GPC simulation analysis
The nonlinear process under study is severe with non-mini-
mum phase and variable dead time represented by Dufﬁng’s
differential equation in (35). Fig. 2 shows the Open Loop
(OL) response of the nonlinear process case study under wide
range of operation.
€yþ _yþ yþ y3 ¼ 2u _u ð35Þ
The linearized process model is utilized to design a tradi-
tional GPC controller [39]. Traditional GPC suffers from
obtaining correct prediction matrices due to the variable delayGPC components.
Figure 2 Open loop response of nonlinear process under pulse train input.
Figure 3 Ordinary GPC closed loop response for severe nonlinear process.
Stability analysis of embedded nonlinear predictor 47nature of this process. Accordingly, for a wide variety of pre-
diction and control horizons; GPC is unable to stabilize sys-
tem’s output as detailed in [17]. Fig. 3 shows the ordinary
GPC closed loop response controlling Dufﬁng’s equation un-
der large step input.
On the other side when using NGPC, the closed loop re-
sponse in Fig. 4 shows efﬁcient stabilization and tracking in
wide range of operation. Also, the NGPC is able to remove
open loop bad dynamics of nonlinear non-minimum phase
process. In Table 1, the NGPC stability conditions derived in
Section 2.2.1 are veriﬁed based on closed loop response of
Fig. 4. When the step reference is (0.5), the approximation of
(23) is valid and there is a mandatory Lyapunov stability con-
dition as in (26). However when reference is (3), the approxi-
mation is no longer valid and sophisticated calculation of
(22) is required.
In Fig. 5 the differential Lyapunov function is depicted
against controller sample time. In which we can see that thereare few unstable values at the beginning of NGPC tuning, ﬁrst
53 samples, which is corresponding to prediction horizon sam-
ples plus control input delayed samples (N2  N1 + Ni). How-
ever for the rest of controller time, it is Stable-In-Sense-
Lyapunov (DL 6 0) at steady state as well as during step tran-
sition. The veriﬁcation value of (+1) means the Lyapunov sta-
bility is not veriﬁed for relative samples. While, the veriﬁcation
value of (1) means the Lyapunov stability is veriﬁed for rel-
ative samples.
3.2. NGPC–IMP simulation analysis
The target from upcoming experiments is to verify by simula-
tion the Lyapunov stability conditions of (22) and (33). Also
the simulation results show the substantial improvement of
disturbance mitigation by using IMP technique with NGPC.
Simulation results prove that Lyapunov stability approaches
UUB criteria during bounded class of disturbances while
Figure 4 Neural GPC closed loop response for severe nonlinear process.
Table 1 NGPC stability conditions veriﬁcations.
Step ref. Line search step (g) Average 1=r2max NGPC stability and
performance results
0.5 0.0091 6 g 6 0.0126 0.0249 As V  Hinv  I, during
this step reference,
therefore the
approximated NGPC
stability condition
without disturbance
should verify.
As measured the stability
condition g < 1=r2max is
veriﬁed and diﬀerential
Lyapunov DL is negative
zero
3 1 Not required as approx.
is no longer valid and no
direct relation between g
and r2max
As V „ Hinv „ I, during
this step reference,
therefore the general
NGPC stability
condition without
disturbance should
verify
As measured the
diﬀerential Lyapunov
DL is negative zero
48 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.approaches SISL at steady state without disturbances. The
nonlinear process under study is the same in (35) but perturbed
with high values of sine wave disturbances.
The applied step reference is large step input represented by
ydðtÞ ¼
0:5; t < 75
5; t 
 75

ð36Þ
As shown from step response in Fig. 6, the minimum process
time constant is 1.5 s and maximum settling time at 5% is
10 s. The NGPC controller sampling time is usually chosenmuch less than minimum time constant (T0) of process. In this
paper the sample time is chosen as:
Ts ¼ T0=15 ð37Þ
The ﬁrst step of NGPC controller is to model physical nonlin-
ear process using built-in NN system identiﬁcation. The
NGPC ofﬂine training technique used along this paper is based
on Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm [40]. The input-out-
put training samples for NGPC including class of disturbances
internal model are obtained from Fig. 7. In this training model,
the Band Limited White Noise (BLWN) is used as a source
Figure 5 Veriﬁcation of differential Lyapunov (DL) for NGPC controlling severe nonlinear process.
Figure 6 NGPC open loop response for nonlinear non-minimum phase process over large step input.
Figure 7 Generation model of input/output training samples for NGPC.
Stability analysis of embedded nonlinear predictor 49input with correlation time 10 s equal to nonlinear process
settling time above. The BLWN power spectral density is
tuned at 8000 without IMP and at 15,000 with IMP. The
BLWN power spectral density is chosen in such a way toexplore all process dynamics such that guarantee proper
NGPC NN modeling. The source ﬁlter is unity gain low pass
ﬁlter used to reshape the BLWN pulses by removing unneces-
sary higher frequencies. In this experiment, the source ﬁlter is
Figure 8 NGPC neural network training performance without IMP ﬁlter over wide operation range.
50 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.third order ﬁlter with repeated poles at 0.3 rad/s. Also the class
of disturbance IMP is second order stable ﬁlter representing
poles of sine wave disturbance.
Fig. 8 represents NGPC NN ofﬂine training and modeling
for nonlinear non-minimum phase process without IMP ﬁlter.
As shown the NGPC modeling algorithm succeeds to model
this severe nonlinear process with modeling error
|e(k)| < 1e02 for all k> k0. The NGPC training and tuning
parameters used in controlling Dufﬁng’s nonlinear process are
listed in Table 2.
3.2.1. Experiment 1: nonlinear process without disturbance
Consider the Simulink model in Fig. 9, where d(k) is bounded
class of disturbances affecting nonlinear non-minimum phaseTable 2 NGPC training and tuning parameters over wide
range of operation.
NGPC parameters Training value
Sampling time (Ts) 0.1 s
Hidden layer neurons (L) 11
Delayed plant output (Nj) 5
Delayed control input (Ni) 5
Control input training range 102 6 u(k) 6+88
Plant output training range 4.2 6 y(k) 6+4.6
Training samples 40,000
Training epochs 1000
NN modeling error <1e02
NGPC parameters Tuning value
Prediction horizon (N2) 50
Control horizon (Nu) 10
Control weighing factor (k) 0.3
Search parameter (a) 0.1
Iterations per sample 2
Control input allowed 70 6 u(t) 6 + 70
Disturbance ﬁlter 4/(s2 + 16)
S/N ratio 11–31 dBprocess of (35). The input reference to this closed loop is wide
step inputs reference as per (36).
In Fig. 10a, the NGPC closed loop response without distur-
bance for larger operation range is depicted. In which the
NGPC succeeds to stabilize and track the large reference step
input with some delay due to variable dead time nature of this
process. As shown, the Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and
Integral Square Error (ISE) are 10.77 and 19.2 respectively.
The measured values of line search step parameter (g) are
not small enough to achieve approximated stability condition
of (26). Therefore because of 0.01 6 g(k) 6 1 "k> k0, the sta-
bility condition of NGPC at references (0.5) and (5) is based on
veriﬁcation of complex differential Lyapunov inequality of
(22). Also in this case there is no relation between line search
parameter g(k) and controller gain matrix singular value
decomposition r2maxðkÞ.
In Fig. 10b, the differential Lyapunov function is depicted
at each sample. The veriﬁcation value of (+1) for some sam-
ples means the Lyapunov stability is not veriﬁed for these sam-
ples. While the veriﬁcation value of (1) means the Lyapunov
stability is veriﬁed for other samples. As shown, few samples at
the NGPC initialization phase period are unstable. This period
corresponds to NGPC initialization phase [prediction horizon
(N2  N1) + control input delayed nodes (Ni)]. In this experi-
ment, the initialization phase is the ﬁrst 54 samples. Other than
that all the samples are stable and achieve SISL stability
inequality of (22).3.2.2. Experiment 2: nonlinear process without IMP and under
sine wave disturbance
Apart from other previous experiments, the disturbance here is
severe sine wave (natural frequency = 4 rad/s, Amp = 0.2)
superimposed on nonlinear plant output. The S/N ratio is 11
and 31 dB at references (0.5) and (5) respectively. This is a very
severe disturbance especially for reference (0.5) as per conven-
tional controller’s rule. In which it recommends the level of
Figure 9 NGPC–IMP model controlling nonlinear process under output disturbance.
Figure 10a Closed loop NGPC without IMP and without disturbance.
Figure 10b Veriﬁcation of Differential Lyapunov (DL) without IMP and without disturbance.
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52 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.disturbance to be less than 10% of plant output (i.e.
S/N> 20 dB) in order for any controller to stabilize the
process. In Fig. 11a, the normal trained NGPC on nonlinear
process, without training on disturbance dynamics and with-
out IMP technique, is not able to reject disturbance impact
on plant output. As shown the instability of closed loop system
at reference (0.5) is clearly apparent. Also the whole distur-
bance dynamics of sine wave appear on plant output without
damping at both references (0.5) and (5). The Integral Abso-
lute Error (IAE) and Integral Square Error (ISE) are 46.26
and 32.19 respectively. This is a very large error compared with
what has been achieved in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 11b, the NGPC control input u(k) is limited within
training range of Table 2. This means that the control
input range is 102 6 u(k) 6+88 as if the case without distur-Figure 11a Closed loop NGPC without
Figure 11b Control input of NGPC withoubance. Also NGPC control input is not able to exceed training
range at reference (5) to suppress disturbance. Generally, the
control input of NGPC is poor toward superimposed
disturbance.
The measured values of line search parameter (g) are bump-
ing very fast with limited values 0.01 6 g(k) 6 1 "k> k0.
Therefore the approximated stability condition of (26) is no
longer valid and veriﬁcation of complex UUB inequality of
(33) is mandatory to judge stability.
In Fig. 11c the system is not stable especially at reference
0.5 where DL(k) > 0 even after NGPC initialization phase.
This experiment proves that NGPC, even after well training,
is not able alone to stabilize nonlinear non-minimum phase
variable dead time process especially under high disturbance
value (S/N ratio < 20 dB).IMP and under sine wave disturbance.
t IMP and under sine wave disturbance.
Figure 11c Veriﬁcation of differential Lyapunov (DL) without IMP and under sine wave disturbance.
Stability analysis of embedded nonlinear predictor 533.2.3. Experiment 3: nonlinear process with IMP and under sine
wave disturbance
In this experiment the disturbance is the same as before but the
integrated IMP technique is used to mitigate disturbance effect
and improve stability. The NGPC training and tuning parame-
ters used are as per Table 2 except for the following: Prediction
horizon (N2) is increased to be 60. The control horizon (Nu) is
increased to be 15. The NGPC is trained on both nonlinear
process and disturbance dynamics (1/s2 + 16). The IMP ﬁlter
is built with the same disturbance poles and integrated between
NGPC and nonlinear process as in Fig. 9. The control
input training range is increased to be 139 6 u(k) 6+119.
The plant output training range is increased to be
4.7 6 y(k) 6+5.17. The control input allowed range is in-
creased to be300 6 u(k) 6+300. Finally, the neural network
modeling error measured is enhanced to be less than 3e04.
The reason behind increasing the prediction horizon to 60
instead of 50 is due to little bit increase in rising time afterFigure 12a Closed loop NGPC with IMinclusion of IMP technique. On the other side, the increase
in control horizon to 15 instead of 10 was necessary to achieve
better NGPC tracking.
As shown in Fig. 12a, the NGPC suppress severe sine wave
dynamics at both references (0.5) and (5) much better than the
case without IMP. However, still very small residual distur-
bance exist due to fast frequency of sine wave (4 rad/s) com-
pared with process time constant and high disturbance value
(11 6 S/N 6 31 dB). In the cases where disturbance amplitude
is 0.1 even with the same frequency, better suppression can be
achieved.
The Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and Integral Square Er-
ror (ISE) are 27.10 and 41.18 respectively. The IAE is much
better than what has been achieved in Fig. 11a. However the
ISE is little bit higher due to slow response of hybrid nonlinear
process that leads to little bit higher settling time. As shown in
Fig. 12b, the NGPC control input u(k) is not limited within
ofﬂine training range. Instead of that the control input isP and under sine wave disturbance.
54 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.working outside training range with value 257 at reference (5).
The NGPC control input allowed range is increased to
300 6 u(k) 6+300. This is to give NGPC the ﬂexibility re-
quired to better track hybrid nonlinear process and suppress
severe disturbance. The capability of NGPC to work success-
fully far from training range is due to proper ofﬂine training
of neural network on disturbance dynamics and use of IMP.
The measured values of line search parameter (g) are bump-
ing very fast with limited values 0.1 6 g(k) 6 4 "k> k0.
Therefore the approximated stability condition of (26) is no
longer valid and veriﬁcation of complex UUB inequality of
(33) is mandatory to judge stability.
It is noticed that this is the ﬁrst time we have some values of
(g) larger than unity. This is because the NGPC is working far
from control input training range at reference (5) to be able to
suppress severe sine wave disturbance as explained before. In
the cases where NGPC is trained on larger control input rangeFigure 12b Control input of NGPC with
Figure 12c Veriﬁcation of differential Lyapunov (D300 6 u(k) 6+300, the line search parameter would be less
than unity.
In Fig. 12c, the differential Lyapunov function is depicted
at each sample. The veriﬁcation value of (+1) means the
Lyapunov stability is not veriﬁed for relative samples, while
the veriﬁcation value of (1) means the Lyapunov stability is
veriﬁed for relative samples. As shown, few samples at the
NGPC initialization phase period are unstable. This period
corresponds to NGPC initialization phase [prediction horizon
(N2  N1) + control input delayed nodes (Ni)] which is the
ﬁrst 64 samples. Other than that all the samples are stable
and achieve UUB stability condition of (33).
3.3. Embedded NGPC realtime analysis
The embedded NGPC controlling industrial highly nonlinear
process is shown in Fig. 13. In which the constrained catalyticIMP and under sine wave disturbance.
L) with IMP and under sine wave disturbance.
Figure 13 Embedded PIL NGPC model controlling CSTR (Ts = 0.1 s).
Table 3 Embedded NGPC training and tuning parameters for
CSTR.
NGPC parameters Training value
Sampling time (Ts) 0.1 s
Hidden layer neurons (L) 7
Delayed PLANT OUTPUT (Nj) 2
Delayed control input (Ni) 2
Control input training range 0 6 u(k) 6 + 3.945
Plant output training range 18.2 6 y(k) 6 + 23.19
Training samples 40,000
Stability analysis of embedded nonlinear predictor 55‘‘Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor’’ (CSTR) is controlled. The
catalytic CSTR has two irreversible reactions according to the
scheme A1!k1 B, and A2!k2 B, where Ai is the feed reactants and
B is the mixture product. The controlled output is the concen-
tration (CB) of reactant mixture while the manipulated vari-
able is the volumetric ﬂow rate of diluted product (q2). The
basic nonlinear dynamic model of catalytic CSTR [41] as
below:
dhðtÞ
dt
¼ q1ðtÞ þ q2ðtÞ  0:2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hðtÞ
p
ð38ÞTraining epochs 1000
NN modeling error <4e02
NGPC parameters Tuning value
Prediction horizon (N2) 10
Control horizon (Nu) 3
Control weighing factor (k) 0.5
Search parameter (a) 0.001
Iterations per sample 2
Control input allowed 0 6 u(k) 6 + 4dCBðtÞ
dt
¼ ðCA1ðtÞ  CBðtÞÞ q1ðtÞ
hðtÞ þ ðCA2ðtÞ  CBðtÞÞ
q2ðtÞ
hðtÞ
 ðk1CBðtÞÞð1þ k2CBðtÞÞ2
ð39Þ
where the h(t) is the liquid level in the reactor and CB(t) is the
reactant mixture concentration at the output of reactor. Also
q1(t) and CA1(t) are the feed ﬂow rate and concentration ofFigure 14 NGPC neural network training performance for CSTR process.
56 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.main product respectively. Similarly q2(t) and CA2(t) are the
feed ﬂow rate and concentration of diluted reactant respec-
tively. k1 and k2 are the constants associated with the rate of
consumption in CSTR.Table 4 CSTR experiment parameters.
Parameter (unit) Deﬁnition
CB (mol cm
3) Output concentration of reactio
h (cm) Level of mixture inside reactor
CA1 (mol cm
3) Feed concentration of main pro
CA2 (mol cm
3) Feed concentration of diluted r
q1 (cm
3 s1) Volumetric ﬂow rate of main pr
q2 (cm
3 s1) Volumetric ﬂow rate of diluted
k1 Reaction rate constant of main
k2 Reaction rate constant of dilute
Figure 15a Closed loop response of NGThe neural network plant model was trained ofﬂine using
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. The training input–output
samples were obtained from the nonlinear model of CSTR
with similar way as in Fig. 7 but without IMP ﬁlter.Experiment value
n mixture Controlled variable
Not controlled in this experiment
duct 24.9 mol/cm3
eactant 0.1 mol/cm3
oduct 0.1 cm3/s
reactant Manipulated variable
product 1
d reactant 1
PC controlling CSTR (simulation).
Stability analysis of embedded nonlinear predictor 57After successful training as per Fig. 14, the optimized neu-
ral network weights and biases are passed to NGPC C-Code
before compilation. Then the overall NGPC code (CFM opti-
mizer and NN) are incremental built into DSP hardware tar-
get. The resultant PIL NGPC block is then inserted into
Simulink model of Fig. 13. The closed loop CSTR constraints
are: 0 6 u(k) 6 4 and 18.5 6 yp(k) 6 22.5. The NGPC train-
ing and tuning parameters are mentioned in Table 3, while
CSTR parameters used in this experiment are described in
Table 4.
Fig. 15a shows the closed loop plant output and control
input for NGPC controlling CSTR in Matlab simulation
environment. However Fig. 15b shows the same performance
but using embedded realtime NGPC that is executed on
DSP target. The reference input for both experiments are
random set point changing each 40 s and ranges from 19.25Figure 15b Closed loop response of Embedto 21.5. The IAE and ISE of both cases are nearly equal which
proves the successful implementation of embedded realtime
NGPC in controlling highly nonlinear industrial application
like CSTR.
In Fig. 15c, the differential Lyapunov function is depicted
at each sample. The veriﬁcation value of (1) means that the
Lyapunov stability is veriﬁed for all the samples. In Table 5
the NGPC derived stability conditions are veriﬁed such that
approximated inequality of (26) is valid only at transition
edges of set points while the general inequality of (22) is valid
for the other samples elsewhere. This guarantees the SISL
equilibrium stability state without disturbance.
In Table 6, the NGPC memory proﬁling is presented for
different embedded controller functions that are executed on
DSP target. The embedded NGPC average, minimum and
maximum algorithm cycles for CSTR, measured byded NGPC controlling CSTR (realtime).
Figure 15c Veriﬁcation of Lyapunov stability for embedded NGPC controlling CSTR.
Table 6 Embedded NGPC memory proﬁling for CSTR.
Memory Utilization Histogram NGPC Embedded Execution Function
45.66% ___float64_div
9.28% ___float64_add
8.93% ___float32_sub
8.35% ___float32_mul
6.97% ___float64_mul
3.93% matmmlt(float[] *, int, float[] *)
3.37% ___expd
3.23%
ptest3sim2( )
2.96% arpmul(float *, int, int)
2.75% __tanhd
0.69% cgainm( )
0.64% transpm( )
0.56% ___powd
0.28% ___modfd
0.21%
csrchbac( )
0.12%
calcjjdjj( )
0.05% Predopcstr_Update_Wrapper( )
2.02% Others
Table 5 NGPC stability conditions veriﬁcation for CSTR.
Samples (k) Line search step (g) Average 1=r2max
20–66 4.14 e6 6 g(k) 6 9.54e6 840.16
400–485 7.8e7 6 g(k) 6 9.54e6 81.46
800–880 7.8e7 6 g(k) 6 9.54e6 2104.2
1200–1322 7.8e7 6 g(k) 6 9.54e6 85.58
1600–1623 g(k) = 9.54e6 1472.18
2000–2014 4.17e6 6 g(k) 6 9.54e6 83.52
2400–2464 1.8e6 6 g(k)69.54e6 2110.4
58 H.F. Abdel Ghaffar et al.(600 MHz) DSP target, are 23.59 ms, 7.66 ms and 255.1 ms
respectively.
4. Conclusion
To have successful NGPC control, Lyapunov stability condi-
tions derived in this paper should be satisﬁed. The paper
proves the high quality of stability characteristics of NGPC
over linear GPC in controlling severe nonlinear processes. It
veriﬁes by simulation and realtime results the derived stabilityDescription
Internal DSP board function
Internal DSP board function
Internal DSP board function
Internal DSP board function
Internal DSP board function
Customized NGPC matrix multiplier for variable size matrices
Internal DSP board function
Customized NGPC function for prediction error tracking 
calculation 
Customized NGPC function for array multiplication
Customized NGPC function for hidden layer neuron function 
(hyperbolic tangent)
Customized NGPC function to calculate controller gain matrix
Customized NGPC function to transpose matrices
Internal DSP board function
Internal DSP board function
Customized NGPC function for cost function minimization (quasi 
Newton-Raphson)
Customized function to calculate new cost function and Jacobian
Customized function to calculate discrete NGPC optimizer
Other internal DSP board function
Stability analysis of embedded nonlinear predictor 59conditions of NGPC. It shows also the powerful capability of
NGPC in identifying severe nonlinear process with small
modeling reconstruction error even in wider range of opera-
tion. The paper proves that in some cases where line search
parameter (g) is very small, the stability criteria depend only
on maximum singular value (rmax) of controller gain matrix.
Normal trained NGPC may not be able alone to stabilize
severe nonlinear process under low S/N output disturbance.
Applying IMP improves stability of both tracking and mitiga-
tion of bounded class of disturbances. To have successful
implementation of IMP some conditions should be achieved:
(1) Closed loop NGPC for nonlinear process without distur-
bance should be stable. (2) Disturbance is bounded and classes
of disturbance dynamics are known and stable. (3) Desired
trajectory reference is bounded. (4) NGPC neural network
should be trained on both nonlinear process and class of dis-
turbance dynamics.
Realtime embedded NGPC prototype is implemented using
DSP board of type (ADSP-BF537-EZ-KIT-Lite). The realtime
NGPC prototype successfully controls nonlinear continuous
stirred tank reactor in similar way to what obtained in simula-
tion experiment.References
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